Dear Richard and dear Brothers we’ve encountered in this years EuroSoul and brothers out of
the community!
We would like to share with you some impressions of this year MROP in “UpperWildPlace”
Germany.
It seemed as if we’ve reached another dimension, another level of consciousness, of
fraternity and collaboration within the team this year.
A week where a lot of outer matters confronted us – for instance the rented tent (our sacred
space) – have only just been completely set-up by the constructor 3 hours before the Rites
started or weather conditions with low temperatures during communal rituals!
We as a team had been inter alia confronted with “You are not in control.” and we were
forced by life to live this message just in place, just in front of the initiates. But in all this
outer challenges there had been something unnamable, a flowing experience of here and
now. A real experience of loving service of the team members that mirrored that “Life is not
about you”. And all this created a very safe container for the initiated where there is no past
nor future only this very moment of truth.
And this atmosphere compared with the willingness of the Initiates leaded to an experience
where we are all still today stay vulnerable, open and powerful powerless.

The complete MROP Team 2017 including the MfM (Meals for Men) brothers.
from left to right – back: Clemens (MfM, Art), Burkhart (TE), Walter (Coordinator), Wolfgang
(Convenor), Norman (RA), Arno (TE), Rainer S. (MfM), Christoph (MfM), Markus (MfM),
Thomas (MfM), Rainer J. (RE-Shadow), Vincent (MfM)
front: Daniel (RA), Friedbert (TE), Stefan (RE), Marcel (LE), Bernhard (Weaver), Manfred (LE)

These wonderful newly initiated men in 2017.
Brothers, we would like to meet you at the next EuroSoul and we’re full of hope that some US
brothers will also be able to join in next year. Terry is coming to another meeting these days
to Germany (Munich) and we’re full of hope that we’re able to exchange.
Richard, all best wished of the team to you.
Be all blessed brothers.
May God hold his hands above us.
For the MROP Team of 2017
Stefan (Vimukto) Brombach
stefan.brombach@dreizeit.de

